Theoretical virtues: do scientists think what
philosophers think they ought to think?
Abstract
Theoretical virtues play an important role in several debates in the philosophy of science (theory
choice, realism, values, laws of nature). This paper presents the results of a quantitative survey
that was conducted to investigate the views that natural and social scientists and HPS scholars
hold concerning theoretical virtues. Some of the main results are: (i) there is broad agreement
across all three groups about how the virtues are to be ranked in terms of importance, (ii) all
groups agree that unification is an epistemic virtue, but results concerning simplicity are
indeterminate, (iii) all three groups view syntactic parsimony as a form of simplicity, but are
indifferent / undecided about ontological parsimony, and (iv) all groups find simplicity and
unification aesthetically pleasing.

1 Introduction
Theoretical virtues – the good-making features of theories – are a central topic in the philosophy of
science. Consistency, accuracy, simplicity, unifying power, and fertility. figure prominently in
debates about scientific realism and theory choice (Kuhn 1977, van Fraassen 1980, McMullin 1982,
Forster and Sober 1994, McMullin 1995, Okasha 2011, Douglas 2014, Schindler 2018) and have also
been discussed as “explanatory virtues” in the rich literature on the Inference to the Best
Explanation (Harman 1965, Barnes 1995, Lipton 2004, Schupbach 2011). The literature on value
judgments in science, too, includes discussions of the role of theoretical virtues (Douglas 2009,
Steel 2010). Finally, theoretical virtues have played a role in the literature on laws of nature, and in
particular Lewis’ best systems analysis (Lewis 1973, Woodward 2014).
When philosophers ponder whether particular virtues are desirable, truth-conducive, or
whether there are any trade-offs between the virtues, philosophers have hitherto almost
exclusively relied on historical case studies, studies of bits of contemporary scientific practice, and
common sense. 1 However, alternative ways of grounding one’s philosophical theorizing have
emerged recently in the form of experimental methods.
Experimental methods have been employed in several subfields of philosophy since the
early 2000s (Knobe and Nichols 2017). Although there have been early attempts to use
experimental methods in the philosophy of science (Stotz and Griffiths 2004, Stotz et al. 2004, Stotz
2009), it has only been more recently that experimental methods are being embraced more widely
(Schupbach 2011, Douven and Schupbach 2015, Schupbach 2017, Steel et al. 2017, Chall et al. 2019,
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Mizrahi (forthcoming) is an exception. It will be discussed later in the paper (Section 5).
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Mättig and Stöltzner 2019, Robinson et al. 2019, Beebe and Dellsén 2020, Mizrahi 2020,
forthcoming). 2 The current paper is a contribution to this recent wave in experimental philosophy
of science that seeks to compare philosophical accounts to the views held by scientists.
There is reason to think that the views articulated by philosophers should be embraced by
scientists. If philosophers were to articulate views about scientific practice that were
unrecognizable to scientists, or if philosophers would even articulate views in conflict with how
scientists think about their own practices, then scientists would be deceived about what they do.
This is not impossible, but it would require a substantive explanation for why we should think that
scientists are so deceived. Of course, the divergences between scientists’ and philosophers’ views
may be less extreme and there may be instances in which philosophers do have better justifications
for views discordant with scientists’ views. The study sought to test whether there are such
divergences.
The paper will proceeds as follows. Section 2 will provide motivations for the major
hypotheses that the survey tested. Section 3 will present the method of the study, Section 4 the
results, Section 5 will discuss weaknesses of the study and Section 6 will give a conclusion.

2 Motivations and major hypotheses
In one of the first philosophical publications on the topic of theoretical virtues, Kuhn (1977) gave
what is now considered a standard list of theoretical virtues: consistency (internal and external),
empirical accuracy, scope (or unifying power), simplicity, and fertility. Kuhn believed that the
weighing of the virtues in theory choice was a rather subjective matter and that the diversity of
preferences would make it so that there is no unique algorithm for theory-choice (see Okasha
2011). 3 But is that actually the case? This is an empirical question, which motivated the following
hypothesis in this study:
H1: the majority of scientists prefer some theoretical virtues to others.
Simplicity, due to its inherent vagueness, has been criticized by many as particularly problematic
in theory choice (Kuhn 1977, McAllister 1999, Achinstein 2018). In fact, it is probably fair to say
that simplicity is the most criticized theoretical virtue in the philosophy of science (see Schindler
2018). If scientists had sympathies to such a view, one would expect them to rank simplicity
comparatively low. Hence:
H2: scientists rank simplicity lower than other theoretical virtues.
A central focus of many philosophical discussions of theoretical virtues is the question of
whether virtues like simplicity and unifying power are epistemic virtues, that is, whether they are
truth-conducive. Famously, this question has been emphatically denied by the antirealist van
Fraassen (1980, 1989), who argued that simplicity and unifying power in particular are merely
pragmatic virtues, that is, virtues that concern the use of theories, but not their truth content. This
See also Machery (2016) for an overview, which also includes other empirical methods in philosophy of
science, such as anthropological methods.
3 Okasha has argued for something stronger, namely that an algorithm for theory choice is impossible.
2
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view has been embraced by many others, even outside the realism debate (Hacking 1982, Barnes
1995, Douglas 2009, 2014, Achinstein 2018, Wray 2018). We tested whether this view was shared by
scientists:
H3: scientists view simplicity / unification as merely pragmatic virtues.
Even though simplicity is a vague notion, some broad forms of simplicity have been
identified, namely syntactic parsimony (simplicity of principles) and ontological parsimony
(paucity of postulated entities) (Baker 2016). Paucity of parameter freedom is also sometimes
discussed as a form of simplicity (Forster and Sober 1994). The survey sought to find out whether
scientists prefer any one of these forms.
H4: scientists prefer a particular notion of simplicity to others.
It is well known that scientists sometimes judge theories as aesthetically pleasing
(McAllister 1999, Ivanova 2017, Ivanova and French 2020). It is however not clear how ubiquitous
this sentiment is. It is also unclear what properties underlie judgments that theories are
aesthetically pleasing. The survey sought to find out by testing the following hypothesis:
H5: scientists consider theories (with certain properties) aesthetically pleasing.
A more overarching hypothesis that this survey tested was whether the views articulated by
scholars in HPS would actually reflect the views by practitioners working in the fields studied by
HPS scholars.
H6: there is disagreement between scientists and scholars in HPS.
Before proceeding to the presentation of the study and the results, a couple of clarifications
are in order with regard to Kuhn’s list of standard theoretical virtues. First, it makes good sense to
distinguish internal and external consistency (see Douglas 2014, Schindler 2018). Internal
consistency is the absence of any contradictions within a theory, whereas external consistency is
the absence of contradictions with other (empirically established) theories. Second, Kuhn did not
have much to say about what he meant by the fertility of a theory. 4 There are different ways of
interpreting fertility, but perhaps the most popular interpretation is that a theory is fertile when it
has novel success (Schindler 2018). 5 It is this sense of fertility on which this paper will focus. Third,
there are two senses of scope or unification. According to one conception, a unifying theory is just
more empirically accurate than one that doesn’t unify the relevant phenomena. This “deflationary”
conception of unification, as one might call it, simply reduces to the virtue of accuracy. But there is
also another conception of unification, namely unification as identifying principles underlying
seemingly disparate phenomena (Schindler 2018). For example, Maxwell’s theory identified light
as a form of electromagnetic radiation, and in the 1970s high energy physicists unified
electromagnetic and weak interactions in a precursor of the standard model (Morrison 2000). In
order to keep unification distinct from accuracy, the latter was used in this survey.

Kuhn (1977) described fertility is a theory’s capacity to “disclose new phenomena or previously unnoted
relationships among those already known” (322).
5 For alternatives see McMullin (1976), Schindler (2017), and Ivani (2018).
4
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3 Methods
3.1 Study design
A survey consisting of three main blocks (5 + 5 + 3 questions) and embracing background
questions (2 + 5) was used. The questions of the first block related to the purpose of theories (Q1.1),
the ranking of theoretical virtues (Q1.2), prediction and ad hocness (Q1.3-1.5), the epistemicity of
virtues (Q2.2 and Q2.3), the nature of virtues (Q2.1, Q2.4), aesthetics and virtues (Q2.5) and
intuitions in theoretical and empirical discovery (Q3.1-Q3.3). The background questions related to
research field (B1), research orientation / interest (theoretical or empirical, B2), gender, academic
position, age, language skill, and residence (B3-B7). The question types that were used were mostly
5 point Likert scale, some multiple choice questions, one ranking question, open answer questions.
The answer options / statements of each question were randomized. The full survey will be made
available online at https://osf.io.

3.2 Participants
Subjects were recruited from three larger academic fields: natural science, social science, and
history and philosophy of science. The survey was advertised via email lists (such as Philos-L,
HOPOS, PSA), social media (Twitter and Facebook), and by contacting science department heads
and members via email. The online platform used to implement the survey was Qualtrics. The
return was as follows: 86 HPSers, 214 natural scientists, and 278 social scientists. 6 The average age
of these three groups were, 38.6, 47.8, and 49.2, respectively (see also Appendix 1). The percentage
male in these groups was 80%, 32%, and 25%, respectively. See Appendix 1 for a detailed overview
of the disciplines of the participating scientists. Subjects spent 782 seconds (ca. 13 min) on average
on the survey.

4 Results
This section provides a summary of the results and a discussion regarding the following questions
of the survey: Ranking of virtues (Q1.2), Epistemicity of virtues (Q2.2 and Q2.3), Nature of virtues
(Q2.1 and Q2.4), and Aesthetics (Q2.5). Hypotheses H1 and H2 are discussed in the first section
(4.1), H3 in the second section (4.2), H4 in the third section (4.5), and H5 in the fourth section (4.6). 7
H6 will be assessed in each section.

4.1 Theoretical Virtues: preferences
In order to find out about subjects’ preferences regarding theoretical virtues (hypothesis H1),
subjects were asked to order the five (plus one) Kuhnian virtues according to their perceived
importance.

A further 226 subjects begun the survey, but didn’t complete the survey. Those subjects were excluded
from the analysis. Since the survey was distributed through department heads who passed on the survey
request to their colleagues, it is hard to estimate an accurate participation percentage. However, the return
for people contacted through the email list kindly provided to us by Prof. blinded for review was about 5%.
7 The results of the remaining questions will be published elsewhere.
6
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Please rank the following statements in the order of importance to you (1 = most important, 2 = 2nd most
important, etc.). You can change the position by dragging and dropping the statements.
"A good scientific theory should ... "
• … be accurate with regard to all the relevant data.
• … be simple.
• … be externally consistent: it shouldn’t contradict what other established theories say.
• … be internally consistent: it shouldn't contain contradictions.
• … accurately predict phenomena that weren’t known before the theory was devised.
• … unify phenomena that prior to the theory appeared to be unconnected.8
On the basis of the subjects’ responses, the Condorcet winner was determined. The findings are
summarized in Table 1.
virtue

HPS

Nat

Soc

accurate
simple

2 (4)
6th (0)

2 (4)
5th (1)

2 (4)
5th (1)

externally consistent

5th (1)

6th (0)

6th (0)

internally consistent

1st (5)

1st (5)

1st (5)

prediction

3rd (3)

3rd (3)

3rd (2)

unification

4th (2)

4th (2)

3rd (2)

nd

nd

nd

Table 1 Results of a Condorcet winner analysis regarding the ranking of theoretical virtues. Internal consistency was
ranked first, accuracy second, and predictive power third, in all three groups (HPS, Nat, Soc). The number of pair-wise
wins of a particular virtue against other virtues are in brackets.

It turns out not only that there is a majority preferring a particular virtue per group (confirming
H1), but also that there is strong agreement across all three groups regarding the ranking of
theoretical virtues (disconfirming H6): all groups ranked internal consistency higher than any
other virtue, then accuracy, and then predictive success. Subjects in all three groups ranked
simplicity very low (HPS: lowest, Soc and Nat: second lowest). H2 is therefore confirmed as well.
The other virtue of interest for the realism debate, unifying power, was ranked 4th by HPSers and
Natural scientists, and joint 3rd by Social Scientists.
Figure 1 plots the number of subjects ranking the six virtues, giving a higher ‘resolution’ of
the result summarized in Table 1. The following observations are most striking: In the HPS group
simplicity (blue) is ranked last by a big margin (49 vs. 23), in the Social Science group external
consistency (green) is ranked last by an even bigger margin (156 vs 56), and in the Natural Science
group simplicity (blue) loses narrowly to external consistency (green) for the last rank (85 vs. 73).
Simplicity therefore has one ‘win’ (against external consistency) in both the social and the natural
science group, but no win in the HPS group. Internal consistency is ranked first by all groups and
is followed by accuracy (HPS: 50 vs. 36, Soc: 190 vs. 90, Nat: 122 vs. 92).
Note that this statement was articulated in such a way that it would avoid any appearance of a
“deflationary” conception of unification (see Section 2).

8
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Figure 1 Diagrams showing the ordering
preferences of the three groups (HPS, Soc, Nat,
clockwise) regarding six theoretical virtues. The
x-axes represent the rank of the importance of a
given theoretical virtue (1=highest, 6=lowest).
The y-axes record the number of subjects opting
to rank a given theoretical virtue at a particular
rank. The colour coding for six theoretical virtues
is: red = accuracy, blue = simplicity, green =
external consistency, yellow = internal
consistency, purple = predictive success, orange =
unifying power.

These results can be compared to a recent study on theoretical virtues by Mizrahi (forthcoming).
Mizrahi used data mining techniques and corpus analysis to investigate the frequency of the use of
theoretical virtues in the context of uses of the word ‘theory’, ‘hypothesis’, and ‘model’. Mizrahi
found that the most frequently mentioned virtues in all of these contexts were simplicity and
consistency. Although the present survey confirms the importance of consistency, the survey’s
results are seemingly at odds with Mizrahi’s finding that simplicity is mentioned most frequently.
An explanation of that might be that scientists mention simplicity most frequently because they
because they find simplicity problematic and therefore worthy of discussion. Mizrahi’s study,
however, provides little insight into why certain virtues are used more often than others (see also
Section 5 for a comparison of methodologies).
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As mentioned in Section 2, simplicity is widely regarded by philosophers as the most
problematic theory choice criterion and it is also widely seen as non-epistemic theoretical virtue
(see Section 2). Given how scientists ranked the virtues, it may well be that scientists share (either
of) these concerns. The data, however, do not allow a clear verdict with regard to the question of
epistemicity of simplicity (H3): it may be the case that scientists consider also simplicity to be an
epistemic virtue, but just epistemically weaker than the other virtues. 9 Further analysis is called for
(see also Section 4.2).

4.1.1 Realism and ranking
In one of the questions in the survey (Q1.1), subjects were asked about their epistemic attitudes
about theories (Appendix 2). The study investigated whether subjects with a “realist” attitude
would be more likely to rank simplicity and unification higher than other subjects — perhaps
because they are more likely to view them as epistemic virtues. T-tests were conducted to compare
the means of the rankings by realists and other subjects for each of the three groups. The results
are as follows.
Realists in the social sciences ranked unification significantly higher than other subjects in
this group (t(278)=1.95, p<0.05) and simplicity significantly lower than the other subjects in this
group (t(278)=2.59, p<0.01). Realists in the natural sciences ranked simplicity significantly higher
than the other subjects in this group (t(212)=1.90, p<0.01) and unification significantly lower than
other subjects in this group (t(212)=2.43, p<0.01). 10 The differences between the mean rankings of
realists and their peers were more pronounced for natural scientists than for social scientists ((i)
unification: 3.56 vs. 2.8 (Nat), 3.23 vs. 3.73 (Soc), (ii) simplicity: 4.64 vs. 5.25 (Nat), 4.22 vs. 3.57
(Soc)).
In the HPS group, there were no differences between realists and their peers, both with
regards to simplicity (t(84)=0.67) and unification (t(84)=0.21, p=0.83. The means in this group were:
3.22 vs. 3.14 (simplicity) and 4.94 vs. 5.19 (unification).
Interestingly, there wasn’t any other theoretical virtue for which being realist made a
significant difference to the ranking (for either social or natural scientists). Simplicity and
unification have therefore rightly been identified in the realism debate as virtues worth discussing.
All the stranger that there are no differences in the HPS group regarding ranking preferences
between realists other subjects.

4.1.2 Professional orientation and ranking
In one background question (B2), subjects were asked about their professional orientation
(theoretical or empirical, see Appendix 3). Having a theoretical orientation in one’s research, one
may speculate, may make it more likely to rank unification or simplicity higher than having an
empirical orientation. Somebody working with mostly theoretical problems in their field, one may
Schindler (2018) defends a form of realism according to which theoretical virtues such as simplicity and
unification are in fact just weakly epistemic.
10 The fact that the results are reversed for natural and social scientists explains why no differences were
observed between realists and other subjects when all subjects (from all three groups) were considered.
9
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think, may find these “internal” virtues more important than subjects working with more
empirical problems. However this turned out not to be the case. T-tests of the mean rankings of
simplicity and unification by theorists vs. experimentalists were all negative for all groups.

4.2 Epistemicity
In two questions of the survey (Q2.2 and Q2.3), it was further explored whether subjects perceived
(philosophically controversial) theoretical virtues as epistemic or merely pragmatic (i.e.,
hypothesis H3).

4.2.1 Epistemicity: confidence
In the first question (Q2.2) it was determined whether subjects’ confidence in a theory’s correctness
would be increased if a theory was simple or unified:
Please indicate your (dis-)agreement with the following statements:
"My confidence that a theory is correct is increased (everything else being equal), when ..."
• ... a theory unifies phenomena previously thought to be unrelated.
• ... a theory is simple.
The results of this question are depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 2 Subjects’ views regarding whether their
confidence in a theory’s correctness was raised by
the theory unifying the phenomena or by being
simple. The y-axis represent Likert scale ratings and
the x-axis the two statements (unifying, simple).
Error bars are standard errors.

With regards to the first statement (unification), subjects’ confidence in a theory’s correctness is
robustly increased for all three groups (HPS, Nat, Soc) when a theory unifies hitherto unrelated
phenomena. The means on a 5-point Likert scale for the three groups are: HPS=4.15, Nat=4.34,
Soc=4.09. Natural Scientists were significantly more in agreement with the first statement
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(unification) than the social scientists (t(485.94)=333.53, p<0.01, Cohen’s d = 0.3 (small effect size)), 11
but there wasn’t any significant difference between HPSers and either science group.
As to the second statement (simplicity) there was neither strong agreement nor
disagreement for any of the three groups (see Figure 2). The means for the three groups were:
HPS=2.97, Nat=3.36, Soc=3.29. However, both natural scientists and social scientists were
significantly more likely to agree with the second statement than HPSers (respectively:
t(163.66)=288.29, p<0.01, Cohen’s d = 0.36 (moderate effect size) and t(139.08)=255.37, p<0.01,
Cohen’s d =0.32 (small effect size).
In sum, there is evidence that subjects (from all groups) perceive unification as an epistemic
virtue. There is no evidence that subjects perceive simplicity as an epistemic virtue, but there is
also no evidence that they perceive simplicity as merely a pragmatic virtue (for then they should
have disagreed that simplicity raises their confidence in the correctness of a theory). Hence H3 can
be rejected with regard to unification, but can neither be confirmed nor disconfirmed with regard
to simplicity.

4.2.2 Epistemicity: conflict
In the second question it was determined whether subjects would find it acceptable if a theory was
conflicting with the data when it had other (philosophically controversial) theoretical virtues.
Please indicate your (dis-)agreement with the following statements:
"It's acceptable for a theory to be in conflict with some of the relevant data ..."
• ... when a theory unifies phenomena previously thought to be unrelated.
• ... when a theory is simple.
• It's not acceptable for a theory to be in conflict with any of the relevant data.
The rationale behind this question was that if theoretical virtues such as unification and
simplicity are merely pragmatic virtues (H3), then conflicts with the data should not be acceptable,
because the match with the phenomena is the overriding epistemic reason for accepting a theory
(van Fraassen 1980, see Schindler 2018).
The results of this question are depicted in Figure 3. With regard to all three statements, all
three groups gave answers around the midpoint of the 5-point Likert scale (neither agree nor
disagree). 12 The means for the first statement are (unification): HPS=3.44, Nat=3.08, Soc=3.4. For the
second statement (simplicity): HPS=2.73, Nat=2.54, Soc=3.21. And for the third statement (conflict
not acceptable): HPS=2.64, Nat=3.1, Soc=2.55. There were some significant differences between the
groups though.

The effect sizes, as determined by Cohen’s d, were categorized in accordance with a proposal by Hyde
(2005) and Machery (2017, 46). A moderate effect size according to this classification is between 0.36 and
0.65.
12 Throughout this paper, it was checked with t-tests (at the 99% level) whether the means of the responses of
each group were smaller than 4 or bigger than 2 on the 5-point Likert scale.
11
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Figure 3 Subjects’ views regarding the conflict
between theory and data, if the theory is
unifying (left) or simple (middle), and their
views regarding the unacceptability of
conflicts between theory and data. The y-axis
represent Likert scale ratings and the x-axis
the three statements (unifying, simple, and
unacceptable). The error bars are standard
errors.

HPSers and Social Scientists were more likely to accept conflicts between theories and the
data than natural scientists, when the theory was unifying (respectively: t(171.72)=245.40, p=0.02,
Cohen’s d=0.31 (small) and t(430.98)=295.15, p<0.01, Cohen’s d=0.27 (small)). Natural scientists and
HPSers were less likely than social scientists to accept conflicts between the theory and data when
the theory was simple (respectively: t(137.32)=317,401, p<0.01, Cohen’s d=0.39 (large) and
t(443.21)=599.43, p<0.01, Cohen’s d=0.55 (moderate); social scientists responses was at the
midpoint). Social scientists and HPSers were more likely than natural scientists (whose average
response was at the midpoint) to disagree that conflicts between theory and data are unacceptable
(respectively: t(453.77)=447.70, p<0.01, Cohen’s d=0.41 (moderate) and t(155.75)=264.23, p=0.01,
Cohen’s d=0.34 (small)). It can therefore be concluded that, from the three groups tested, social
scientists seem to be most accepting of conflict between theory and data.
It is interesting to note that, despite the mean responses being around the midpoint of the
5-point Likert scale for all three statements, there was a quite sizable number of subjects in all three
groups who agreed that conflicts between theory and data were acceptable when the theory is
unifying (see Figure 4). No such substantive agreement was found with regard to the second or
third statement. There is therefore reason to think that subjects from all three groups are more
willing to treat unification than simplicity as an epistemic virtue (in accordance with the results of
the test discussed in the previous section). In sum, the results for question Q2.2 indicate that H3 is
to be rejected with regards to unification, but it cannot be rejected or accepted when it comes to
simplicity.
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Figure 4 Substantive number of subjects
agree that a unifying theory may conflict
with the data: HPS=63% agree, 26%
disagree, Nat=50% agree, 34% disagree, Soc
=59% agree, 24% disagree.

Question Q2.2 also contained an optional open subquestion:
It's acceptable for a theory to be in conflict with some of the relevant data, when ... (optional)
A substantial number of subjects from all three groups answered this optional question: HPS (25),
Nat (79), Soc (92). The responses were coded manually (see Appendix ). The three most frequent
response given were (in that order): D = the data may turn out to be unreliable or untrustworthy /
there is reason to doubt data (30%), I = all theories are idealisations / can never explain all the data
/ reality is too complex (17%), and E = theory successfully explains important or most facts, and
fails to accommodate only less important or fewer facts (12%). See https://osf.io for all responses
(to be uploaded after publication).

4.3 Epistemicity and realism
Are realists more likely to view theoretical virtues as epistemic? To test this, a logit model was
employed. The results are as follows (for details see Appendix 2).
With regards to Q2.2, subjects agreeing with the realist attitude from Q1.1 (see Appendix 2)
were not more likely to have their confidence in a theory raised by either unification (HPS:
p=0.208, Nat p=0.629, Soc: p=0.06) or simplicity (HPS: p=0.29, Nat: p=0.67, Soc: p=0.73).
With regards to Q2.3, HPS realists were 0.26 more likely than other HPSers to agree that
conflict is acceptable when the theory unifies (p=0.03). Social science realists were 0.24 more likely
than other social scientists to agree that conflict is acceptable when the theory unifies (p<0.01).
There was no difference between natural science realists and other natural scientists (p=0.17).
There were no significant differences between realists and other subjects with regard to
both statement 2 (simplicity) and statement 3 (conflicts are unacceptable).
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4.4 Epistemicity concluded
The data show that unification raises subjects’ confidence in a theory’s correctness (in all three
groups). At least a large subset of subjects in each group also finds it acceptable that a theory
conflicts with the data, so long it is unifying. Overall then, there is evidence that unifying power is
viewed as an epistemic virtue amongst scientists and HPSers. H3 can be rejected with regards to
unifying power and H6 disconfirmed.
Both with regards to the question of whether simplicity raises subjects’ confidence in a theory’s
correctness and with regards to the question of whether theories may conflict with data when
theories are simple, subjects’ responses were at the midpoint of the 5 point Likert scale (regardless
of group). In other words, there is no evidence that subjects view simplicity as an epistemic virtue.
On the other hand, given that subjects also didn’t disagree that simplicity raises confidence and
given that subjects also didn’t disagree that it is acceptable for simple theories to be in conflict with
the data, there is no evidence that subjects believe that simplicity is merely a pragmatic virtue. In
other words, the survey is inconclusive with regard to the epistemic status of simplicity. H3 with
regards to simplicity can neither be rejected nor accepted. Since this is true for all three groups, H6
is disconfirmed by this result
Realists in the three groups are not more confident in the correctness of a theory if the theory is
either unifying or simple than other subjects. Realists in the social sciences and in HPS (but not in
the natural sciences) were more likely to accept conflict with the data when the theory is unifying
(but not when it was simple). When seen in light of the other results, one may say that “nonrealists” were as much convinced of the confidence-raising abilities of unification as the realists,
and as indifferent about the confidence-raising abilities of simplicity as the realists. Realists in the
social science and in HPS, however, were more accepting of conflicts with the data when the theory
was unifying than other subjects (but, again, they were just as indifferent about simplicity).

4.5 Nature of virtues
There were two questions in the survey asking subjects about the nature of virtues (relating to H4).
In one of these questions the focus was on the nature of simplicity, and the other asked about the
relationship between simplicity and unification.

4.5.1 Simplicity
Simplicity is a notoriously vague virtue; it can come in many shapes and forms. As mentioned in
Section 2, there are two broad forms have however been identified, namely syntactic and
ontological parsimony (Baker 2016). When a theory is syntactically parsimonious, it employs
relatively few theoretical principles in accommodating the phenomena. When a theory is
ontologically parsimonious, it employs a relatively small number of entities in accommodating the
phenomena. There are many further questions and complications, such as ‘how few principles or
entities must a theory employ in order to be simple?’ and ‘what is the relevant (sub)form of
simplicity for theory choice?’, ‘why should simplicity (in either form) be truth-conducive?’, etc.
(Baker 2016, Achinstein 2018, Schindler 2018). However the broad distinction between ontological
and syntactic simplicity is clear enough.
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There is yet a further, more technical sense of simplicity that has been discussed in the
philosophy of science literature. It concerns simplicity in terms of parameter freedom (Forster and
Sober 1994, Sober 2015). A free parameter in a theory is a parameter whose value is not determined
theoretically, but need to be ‘fixed’ on the basis of experiments. An well-known example is the
standard model in particle physics, which doesn’t predict many of the masses of the particles that
figure in it (Friederich et al. 2014). Limited parameter freedom is widely regarded as a virtue, since
it is harder to accommodate the phenomena in an ad hoc fashion (Worrall 1989, Forster and Sober
1994, Hitchcock and Sober 2004, Worrall 2014, Sober 2015, Schindler 2018). And the fewer the free
parameters, the ‘simpler’ the theory or model.
Given these three basic forms of simplicity, the survey posed the following question:
What makes a theory simple for you? A theory is simple, if ...
• ... it has a small number of free parameters.
• ... it uses a small number of basic principles.
• ... the number of basic things which it postulates (e.g. particles) is small.
The results of this question are depicted in Figure 5.

Figure 5 Subjects’ views regarding the nature
of simplicity. The y-axis represent Likert scale
ratings and the x-axis the three statements
(few free parameters, few principles, few
things). Error bars are standard errors.

Natural scientists were significantly more likely to agree with the first statement (simplicity as
paucity of parameter freedom) than HPSers and social scientists: t(154.31)=451.47, p<0.01, Cohen’s
d=0.58 (moderate) and t(450.33)=455.75, p<0.01, Cohen’s d=0.41 (moderate), respectively. The
means were: 3.45 (HPS), 3.99 (Nat), and 3.61 (Soc). That natural scientists were more sympathetic
to this form of simplicity may have to do with the fact that the natural sciences are more
formalized than the social sciences. Accordingly, parameter freedom is a notion that may simply
be more relevant to natural scientists.
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With regard to the second statement (simplicity as few basic principles), there was broad
agreement amongst all three groups. The means were: 4.14 (HPS), 4.08 (Nat), and 4.18 (Soc). There
were no significant group differences.
Finally, all three groups neither agreed nor disagreed that simplicity was to be understood
in terms of a small number of postulated entities. The means were: 3.41 (HPS), 3.4 (Nat), and 3.49
(Soc). There were no between-group differences. This is further disconfirming evidence for H6.
This ‘null result’ is surprising; it may indicate that ontological parsimony is not as important a
consideration for scientists when they assess the simplicity of a theory than syntactic parsimony.
Given that much of the philosophical literature has focused not so much on syntactic parsimony,
but rather on ontological parsimony (Nolan 1997, Baker 2003, Jansson and Tallant 2017), this is an
important result.
In sum, H4 (scientists prefer one form of simplicity) can be accepted with regards to
syntactic parsimony and paucity of parameters (for natural scientists only). H4 is neither
confirmed nor disconfirmed with regards to ontological parsimony. The results regarding
ontological and syntactic parsimony disconfirm H6, but given the disagreement particularly
between natural scientists and HPSers about simplicity and parameter paucity, H6 is confirmed
with regard to that form of simplicity.

4.5.2 Simplicity and unification
Accounts of unification often appeal to simplicity. For example, Kitcher’s influential (and still
dominating) account has it that a theory is unifying if it allows one to derive a large number of
phenomena from a small number of argument patterns (Kitcher 1981). In other words, the fewer
argument patterns a theory employs in accommodating the phenomena, the more unifying it is. In
order to check whether there is this kind of reciprocal relationship between unification and
simplicity, subjects received the following prompt:
Do you agree with the following statement? The more unifying a theory, the simpler it is.
The mean results of all groups were at the midpoint of the 5-point-Likert scale (Nat=2.95, SD=1.04;
Soc=2.79, SD=0.92; HPS=2.78, SD=1.12). There were no significant differences between the groups.
H6 is thereby disconfirmed. The results allow for no conclusion regarding the relationship of
simplicity and unification (either way).

4.6 Aesthetics
In science, theoretical virtues are often associated with aesthetic judgments (McAllister 1999). For
example, Einstein’s “highest praise” for a good theory reportedly was that it was “beautiful” and
he even is said to have considered beauty more important than empirical accuracy (McAllister
1999, 96). In order to check how widespread aesthetic sentiments among scientists, the survey gave
subjects the following prompt:
Please indicate your (dis-)agreement with the following statement:
"A theory can be beautiful', 'elegant', or 'appealing' when it ..."
• ... is simple.
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•
•
•
•

... is unifying.
... is not ad hoc.
... has not many free parameters.
I generally don’t consider theories aesthetically appealing.

The results for this question are depicted in Figure 6. The survey revealed that all groups agreed
with the first two statements (aesthetic when simple or unifying). Only the social scientists agreed
with the third statement (aesthetical when non-ad hoc) and none of the groups agreed with the
fourth statement (aesthetical when few free parameters). All groups disagreed with the fifth
statement (theories are not aesthetically appealing). 13 The means are summarized in Table 9 in
Appendix 5. H5 is confirmed with regards to simplicity and unifying power, but not with regards
to parameter freedom, and only for one group (social scientists) with regards to ad hocness. Given
the wide agreement between the groups, H6 can be seen as mostly disconfirmed.
Figure 6 Subjects’ views regarding the
aesthetics of theoretical virtues. The yaxis represent Likert scale ratings and
the x-axis the five statements (simple,
unifying, not ad hoc, not aesthetically
appealing). Error bars are standard
errors.

There were some significant differences between the groups. Natural scientists were more likely to
agree with statement 4 (theories with fewer free parameters aesthetically pleasing) than HPSers
and social scientists (respectively: t(159.71)= 328.54, p<0.01, Cohen’s d = 0.42 (moderate) and
t(453.05)=216.94, p<0.05, Cohen’s d= 0.2 (small)). This result accords with natural scientists being
more likely to recognize paucity of parameter freedom as a form of simplicity (see Section 4.5.1).
Social scientists were also significantly more likely than HPSers to agree with statement 3 (non-ad
hocness is aesthetically pleasing): t(134.58)=299.43, p<0.01, Cohen’s d=0.38 (moderate). Finally,

Again, all this was determined by testing (with t-tests at the 99% level) whether the groups’ average
responses were significantly different from 4 or 2 on the 5 point Likert scale.
13
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HPSers were more likely than social natural scientists to agree that theories are not aesthetically
pleasing (t(141.13)=224.87, p<0.05, Cohen’s d=0.3 (small).
Question 5.2 also contained an optional subquestion:
Are there any other circumstances in which you would say that a theory is elegant? (optional)
There were far fewer responses than to the other open question of this survey (see Section 4.2.2):
HPS=12, Nat=34, Soc=32. No clear pattern emerged. See https://osf.io for all responses (to be
uploaded after publication).

4.7 Aesthetics and professional orientation
One may speculate that subjects with a theoretical orientation may be more likely to find
theoretical virtues aesthetically pleasing than subjects whose research has a more empirical
orientation Appendix 3. T-tests showed that this was indeed the case for statement 3 (not ad hoc)
in the natural sciences, and statement 1 and 2 (simplicity, unifying power) and 4 (not aesthetic) in
the social sciences. The result for the natural sciences are: t(176.51)=2.12; p=0.04. The means are:
4.01 (theo) vs 3.74 (emp), Cohen’s d=0.29 (small). The results for the social sciences are as follows:
t(240.73)=2.22; p=0.03 (simplicity), means= 4.24 (theo) vs. 4.01 (emp), Cohens’ d=0.27 (small);
t(233.13)=3.09; p<0.01 (unification), means = 4.36 (theo) vs. 4.06, Cohens’ d=0.38 (moderate); and
t(207.97)=2.79, p=0.01 (not aesthetic), means = 2.12 (theo) vs. 2.55 (emp), Cohens’ d=0.35 (small).
There were no differences between theoretically oriented and empirically oriented researchers in
the HPS group.

5 Weaknesses of the study and comparison
One problem with quantitative surveys such as this one is that subjects may understand the terms
used in the questions differently than intended by the experimenter. Although one cannot fully
rule out such misunderstandings, one can guard against them by formulating clearly, concisely,
and with a minimal amount of jargon. Great effort was invested in optimizing these goals in this
survey and previous versions were tested and modified after several pilots.
As mentioned briefly previously (Section 4.1), other empirical methods that have recently
been applied to the topic of theoretical virtues are text mining and corpus analysis (Mizrahi
forthcoming). An advantage of these methods is that many of the aforementioned difficulties of
designing a survey can be avoided. But also these other methods have disadvantages. For
example, as Mizrahi (forthcoming) points out himself “it is possible that scientists value theoretical
virtues, which guide them in theory choice, but that scientists simply do not invoke theoretical
virtues explicitly in their published work all that frequently”. Indeed, Mizrahi found that only 1530% of publications in the life, physical, and social sciences (which contains the term ‘theory’,
‘hypothesis’, or ‘model’) mentions any of the Kuhnian standard theoretical virtue. Even a virtue
like accuracy, which is widely considered the most important virtue by philosophers (van Fraassen
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1980, Psillos 1999) is “rarely” mentioned explicitly. 14 It is therefore probably safe to say that the
proxy of explicit mentions of virtues in published papers severely underestimates the actual use of
virtues in practice.
Finally, philosophers have traditionally used historical case studies to support their views
concerning theoretical virtues (Schindler 2018). Many objections have been raised against the case
study approach (Giere 1973, Pitt 2001, Kinzel 2015, Mizrahi 2020), but it remains a method of
choice in many quarters in the philosophy of science.
With any method we choose to study science, we will have to make compromises. So long
as we as a community diversity our methods, it is to be hoped that, on aggregate, we will end up
with the best picture of science we can get.

6 Conclusion
This paper presented results of an exploratory survey into natural and social scientists’ views
regarding theorizing and theoretical virtues. It compared these views to views held by people
working in the field of “history and philosophy of science” (mostly philosophers).
The survey found that scientists (and HPSers) do prefer some virtues to others (confirming
H1): internal consistency was ranked first, accuracy second, and predictive success third by all
groups. Simplicity was consistently ranked low, confirming H2: scientists ranked it only fifth and
HPSer sixth most important (out of six virtues. Social scientists with realist leanings ranked
unification higher than their colleagues and natural scientists with realist leanings ranked
simplicity higher than their peers. This may indicate that realists in these two groups attribute
more epistemic weight to these two virtues than their colleagues. No differences were founds for
realist HPSers and their colleagues.
Subjects from all three groups stated that their confidence in a theory’s correctness is raised
when the theory is unifying (everything else being equal). That wasn’t the case for simplicity.
There is some evidence that at least a sizable number of subjects from all groups find it acceptable
that a theory conflicts with the data, so long as the theory unifies the phenomena. There was no
such evidence for simple theories and conflicts with the data. This disconfirms H3 with regards to
unification, but neither confirms nor disconfirms H3 with regards to simplicity. Since there is
agreement across the groups (both with regard to the (lack of) epistemicity of simplicity and
unification), H6 is disconfirmed. Realist HPSers and realist social scientists (but not natural
scientists) were more likely than their colleagues to agree that conflicts with unified theories are

Mizrahi discusses only the most frequently mentioned virtues per discipline. In the context of “model
talk”, accuracy is the most frequently occurring virtue in the life sciences and (together with consistency) in
the social sciences (5-17%). Accuracy does not figure among the most frequently mentioned virtues in the
context of theory and hypothesis talk. Another disadvantage of the methods used by Mizrahi were
mentioned in Section 4.1: they are very limited for detecting the reasons for why certain virtues are mentioned
(or not) in published papers.
14
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acceptable. Realists did not differ from their colleagues with regard to confidence raising of
theories.
As to the broader implications for the scientific realism debate, philosophers may draw the
following conclusions from this survey. First of all, scientists do seem to view unifying power as
genuinely epistemic virtue. This contrasts with the most prominent antirealist view defended by
van Fraassen (1980), but is in agreement with the views exhibited by the HPSers in this survey.
With regards to the simplicity, the results of this survey are inconclusive: scientists did not agree
nor disagree that simplicity raises their confidence. Had simplicity been a pragmatic virtue for
scientists, they should have disagreed that is does.
The survey found agreement in all three groups that theories with few basic principles are
simple. Natural scientists also agreed that theories with few free parameters are simple. Somewhat
surprisingly, none of the three groups agreed (or disagreed) that a theory is simple if it postulates
a limited number of basic entities. Philosophical discussions therefore may have to focus more on
syntactic parsimony rather than (as hitherto) on ontological parsimony. These results confirm H4
with regard to syntactic parsimony and parameter freedom (for natural scientists only), but not
with regard to ontological parsimony. Since there was agreement across the groups for all three
forms of simplicity, H6 received further disconfirmation. The results of the survey allow no
conclusions regarding the relationship between unification and simplicity.
All three groups agreed that simple and unifying theories are aesthetically appealing and
disagreed that parameter freedom was aesthetically appealing. Only one group agreed that non-ad
hocness was aesthetically appealing, namely social scientists. All groups disagreed that theories
were not at all aesthetically appealing. H5 is therefore mostly confirmed. Given the wide
agreement across the groups, H6 can be considered disconfirmed. Researchers from the natural
sciences with a theoretical orientation found non-ad hocness more aesthetically appealing than
researchers with an empirical orientation. Researchers from the social sciences with a theoretical
orientation found simplicity and unification more appealing and rejected more clearly the view
that virtues are not aethetically appealing than their more empirically oriented colleagues.
Overall, the survey revealed no major disagreements between scientists and HPSers
(disconfirming H6), which is of course good news.

Appendix 1
Disciplines of participating subjects (in descending order):
•
•

Social Science: economics (140), linguistics (41), political science (39), sociology (31),
psychology (20), info not provided (1)
Natural Science: physics (103), biology (70), chemistry (23), geology (17)

Career stage
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Tenured

Tenure-track
/ postdoc

PhD student

Other

HPSers

17%

26%

34%

15%

Natural
Scientists

48%

20%

18%

14%

Social Scientists

52%

20%

13%

14%

The “Other” category comprises mostly retired or non-tenured academics.
Language
Native
English
speakers

Advanced English
speakers

HPSers

43%

55%

Natural Scientists

46%

48%

Social Scientists

55%

41%

Overall

50%

46%

Country of residence (in descending order):
USA: 270, Denmark: 54, Sweden 43, Germany 21, Finland 18, Norway 17. Subjects from other
countries (<10), in alphabetical order: Albania, Australia, Austria, Azerbaijan, Belgium, Brazil,
Bulgaria, Canada, Chile, China, Colombia, France, Greece, India, Indonesia, Iran, Ireland, Israel,
Italy, Japan, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Mexico, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Russia, Serbia, South
Africa, South Korea, Spain, Switzerland, Turkey.

Appendix 2
The first question of the survey (Q1.1) asked subjects about their epistemic attitudes toward the
best theories in their academic field:
What do you think is the case of the best theories in your scientific field?
• They do a good job of summarizing and organizing the facts.
• They help us to get ‘behind’ the phenomena to the underlying causes or laws.
• They set constraints that the phenomena must obey.
The first statement was associated with an instrumentalist view and the second statement with a
realist view. Obviously, statement 1 and 2 are not exclusive: one can hold both that a theory
organizes the facts and that it latches onto something real. The third statement was motivated by
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more recent literature on “explanation by constraint” according to which theories explain by
putting necessary constraints on the laws of nature (Lange 2017).
There was agreement with the first and the second statement among all three groups at
about an equal level, indicating that the subjects held mostly realist attitudes. The means were HPS
= 3.92; Nat = 4.23; Soc = 4.05 and HPS = 3.91, Nat = 4.46, Soc = 4.35, respectively. This finding
accords with what was found by Beebe and Dellsén (2020). 15 The number of subjects agreeing with
the realist statement 2 are recorded in

Realists

Nat
194

Soc
243

HPS
65

All
502
78

Other
20
37
21
Table 2. This information was used in the predictive statistics discussed in Section 4.1.1 and 4.3.
With regard to statement 3, i.e., the setting of necessary constraints by theories, there was
neither agreement nor disagreement within the three groups. The results concerning statement 3
were not used in this paper.

Realists

Nat
194

Soc
243

HPS
65

Other

20

37

21

All
502
78

Table 2 Number of realists and other subjects (as determined by Q1.1).

Appendix 3
The second background question of the survey (B2) asked scientists about the orientation of their
research (theoretical or empirical):
How would you best describe your own work?
• Most of my work is of a theoretical nature.
• Most of my work is of an empirical nature.
Subjects in the HPS group received a modified question, asking about subjects’ interests:
What part of science that you study is of most interest to you?
• The theoretical part of science.
• The empirical part of science.
HPSers were also given the following instruction:
•

In what follows, please consider the scientific field that you know best (physics, biology, chemistry,
etc.), and answer accordingly.

The results are summarized in Table 3.
Work of …

Nat

Soc

HPS

A study by Robinson et al. (2019) surveyed scientists about their views regarding what is often referred to
as ‘metaphysical realism’ (amongst other things). See also Beebe and Dellsén (2020) for a discussion.

15
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Theoretical nature

34%

35%

87%

Empirical nature

66%

65%

13%

Table 3 Percentages of subjects’ stated orientation / interest of their research.

Appendix 4
Logit models for whether realism predicts confidence in theories (see Section 4.3)

Realism

Constant

HPS

Natural
Sciences

Social
Sciences

0.80

0.32

0.73

(0.64)

(0.67)

(0.40)

1.16*

1.73*

0.86

(0.51)

(0.63)

(0.36)

-77

-133

Log
-36
Likelihood

Random Effects Parameter
(Variance)
Field

N/A

N/A

N/A

Table 4. DV: confidence raising (unification). Model 1 is a multilevel regression model with field of study level. Note: *
represents p<0.05. Standard error in brackets. Realism measures the correct responses to the first statement of Q1.1.

Realism

Constant

HPS

Natural
Sciences

Social
Sciences

0.91

0.93

0.04

(0.61)

(0.51)

(0.35)

1.45*

0.85

0.05

(0.55)

(0.51)

(0.33)

-147

-194

Log
-53
Likelihood

Random Effects Parameter
(Variance)
Field

N/A

N/A

N/A

Table 5. DV: confidence raising (simplicity). Model 1 is a multilevel regression model with field of study level. Note: *
represents p<0.05. Standard error in brackets. Realism measures the correct responses to the first statement of Q1.1.
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Logit models for whether realism predicts acceptance of conflicts with data (see Section 4.3)

Realism

Constant

HPS

Natural
Sciences

Social
Sciences

1.10*

0.68

1.00**

(0.52)

(0.49)

(0.36)

0.29

0.62

0.45

(0.44)

(0.47)

(0.34)

-147

-186

Log
-54
Likelihood

Random Effects Parameter
(Variance)
Field

N/A

N/A

N/A

Table 6. DV: conflict (unification). Model 1 is a multilevel regression model with field of study level. Note: * represents
p<0.05, ** p<0.01. Standard error in brackets. Realism measures the correct responses to the first statement of Q1.1.

Realism

Constant

HPS

Natural
Sciences

Social
Sciences

0.05

0.46

0.38

(0.53)

(0.58)

(0.36)

0.69

1.39*

0.27

(0.46)

(0.56)

(0.33)

-126

-194

Log
-54
Likelihood

Random Effects Parameter
(Variance)
Field

N/A

N/A

N/A

Table 7. DV: conflict (simplicity). Model 1 is a multilevel regression model with field of study level. Note: * represents
p<0.05, ** p<0.01. Standard error in brackets. Realism measures the correct responses to the first statement of Q1.1.
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Realism

Constant

HPS

Natural
Sciences

Social
Sciences

0.33

0.12

0.45

(0.59)

(0.72)

(0.47)

0.74*

0.12

1.01*

(0.27)

(0.14)

(0.14)

-140

-156

Log
-51
Likelihood

Random Effects Parameter
(Variance)
Field

N/A

N/A

N/A

Table 8. DV: conflict (none acceptable). Model 1 is a multilevel regression model with field of study level. Note: *
represents p<0.05, ** p<0.01. Standard error in brackets. Realism measures the correct responses to the first statement
of Q1.1.

Appendix 5
HPS

Nat

Soc

Simple

3.96

4.09

4.09

Unifying

4.11

4.28

4.17

Not ad hoc

3.61

3.84

3.97

Few free parameters

3.44

3.8

3.63

Not aesthetic

2.68

2.31

2.4

Table 9 Mean responses to Question 2.5 regarding the aesthetics of theories.

Appendix 6
Coding of open responses to Q2.3 (see Section 4.2.2)
•
•
•
•
•

C = there are (potential) confounders which, when taken into account, can explain the
conflict with the data away
D = the data may turn out to be unreliable / untrustworthy / there is reason to doubt data
E = theory successfully accommodates important facts / most facts, and fails to
accommodate only less important / fewer facts
I = all theories are idealisations / can never explain all the data / reality is too complex
N = the theory is relatively new and still under development / and will have to be
improved (in order to later accommodate the data)
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•
•
•

•
•

P = the theory is probabilistic (and doesn’t need to accommodate all data)
R = data are actually not relevant for the theory
S = accommodating the additional data would “complicate” the theory to an unacceptable
extend (this could mean that a theory could accommodate the data, but only in an
unacceptable ad hoc fashion, so that the data conflict is the lesser evil)
T = the theory is still better than the alternative theories – despite the conflict
? = responses were hard to make sense of
HPS

Nat

Soc

Sum

% of all
responses

C

4

4

8

16

6%

D

1+4*

38+3*

20

66

31%

E

4

11

10

25

12%

I

6

11

18

35

17%

N

3

11

5

19

9%

P

0

0

2

2

1%

R

3

3

4

10

5%

S

0

1

2

3

1%

T

0

4

14

18

9%

?

3

8

10

21

10%

sum

28

90

93

215

100%

Table 10 Subjects stating reasons for when they consider conflict between theory and data is acceptable. Some subjects
mentioned more than one reason (the number of subjects providing responses relative to the overall groups sizes were:
HPS=25/86, Nat=79/214, Soc=92/278). * = the plus-sign relates to entries that mentioned the faulty interpretation of
data or the flawed method of generating the data.
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